
MINDALAMINDALAMINDALA

Youth Exchange



Mandalas represents the unity of the universe. MINDALA, which
comes from the fusion of the words “MIND” – because the topic of our
project is mental health and wellbeing and “MANDALA” – which
means circle in Sanskrit and it is a symbol that represents the spiritual
journey. We use the artistic power of the mandala to achieve a state of
wellbeing and self – knowledge.

With this in mind, we created a project of 8 days with the main goal of
bringing mental health subject closer to the young adults and offer
them a space and the tools to explore it and also to improve their
overall wellbeing. 

About the project 



Our Youth Echange is addressed to 30 young people aged between
18 to 28, from Romania, Italy, Portugal, France and Austria, which
have an interest for mental health, non-formal education and
emotional expression through arts and would like to spend 8 days
immersed in a beautiful natural environment.
The YE will take place in Câmpulung Moldovenesc, a small city at
the foot of Rarau mountain, making it the perfect place for inner
and external exploration.

    Our project will start on 22 July and it will end on 29 July, 2023. 

Who? When? Where?



Exploration of our Self through Mandala drawings and
paintings;
Mind-body practicies such as conscious body movement,
outdoor activities and mindfulness exercises;
Non-formal educational methods and games to discover the
world of emotions and mental health in a funny, creative and
interactive way. 
Emotional expression through dance, impro-theatre and crafts
Dissemination and follow up methods 
Intercultural moments - we will connect our cultures through
music, food and traditions

Methods & Tools



Gain deeper knowledge on your own self; 
Find new, creative ways on how to express emotions;
Connect with people with similar interests and form
new friendships;
Contribute to the creation of a beautiful booklet that
will contain YOUR thoughts, tips&tricks and creative
ideas on the mental health topic;
Experience the multicultural environment and gain
new perspectives.

Outcomes



 

Traveling to Campulung Moldovenesc can be done as folowing:
 

From Suceava Airport - around 70 km, there are direct trains /
buses / or we can arrange it from here.

Other airports / bigger ones are:
    Iasi Airport - 200 km, direct trains (around 3,5 hours)

Cluj-Napoca Airport, direct trains (around 5 hours)
           Bucharest - Otopeni Airport, direct train, around 7-8 hours

(from each city there are also buses available, you
can buy the tickets for Train / Buses online)

How to get to us 



Travel and reimbursment
Austria - 320/participant - green travel
France - 410/participant - green travel
Italy - 410/participant - green travel 

Portugal - 530/participant 
 

The reimbursment will proceed after the participation in
all stages of the project. All travel tickets and invoices

must be kept for reimburment.  



The accomodation will be arranged at a local
pension in rooms with 2, 4 and 6 beds with
bathrooms. The hosting place will have lovely
outdoor space for activities as well as leisure
time. 

Traditional and local food will be provided by
the hosting place. Any food allergies,
intollerances and diet restrictions will be taken
into consideration.

Food & Accomodation



 

Hi there! I am Șerban, a people's person, an ex EVS and
AIESEC passionate about acting, theatre and stories. I am a
non-formal education and personal development enthusiast

and I facilitated multiple activities and youth exchanges.
I learned that it is cheaper to go to a psychologist than not

going to, but even cheaper and more powerful to start being
aware of my mental health and wellbeing.

Facilitators
Aloha! I'm Madalina, I consider myself a mental health
activist and I support wellbeing through movement and

artistic methods. I have experience with both non-formal
education and formal education. I am a strong believer in

the development of human potential through self discovery
and self awareness. 



Contact our partner organisations: 
 

Italy - Basilicata Link basilicata.link@gmail.com
Romania - Timbru de Bucovina serbanturda@yahoo.com

France - Pistes solidaires magali@pistes-solidaires.fr
Portugal - Incentivo Positivo asmoliveira20@gmail.com

Austria - Austrian Association for Cultural Relations
claudiawithlove@gmail.com

Want to be a part of thisproject? 



Apply here

Meet us here: 

https://www.facebook.com/timbrudebucovina
https://www.instagram.com/timbrudebucovina/
https://forms.gle/3wgKSWSHFnu8Vu686

